
ROYAL ICING

Basic Royal Icing Recipe 
This recipe will get you a great foundation / thick royal icing. From there, we’ll walk through how to thin out 
the icing to the various consistencies you’ll be using.

 Ingredients 

a  5 Tbs of meringue powder (we use Wilton)
a  3/4 Cup of lemon juice
a  2 lbs of powdered sugar (comes in 1 or 2 lb bags)

Method
This will go a bit faster if you have an electric mixer (we use a small hand-held mixer and it does a great job), 
but you can still get it done with a whisk if mixing by hand. It will just take a little longer.  :  )
1.   At medium speed, mix the meringue powder and lemon juice just until the mixture becomes frothy 

(approx 1 - 2 minutes).
2.   Add in the powdered sugar and mix at medium-high until you get medium peaks. A medium peak 

means that when you pull the mixer out, a point forms, but then flops over. Another indicator that you’re 
done mixing is that the mixture will have turned from grayish to bright white. 

Icing Consistencies
Getting the right icing consistency for the right task takes a little bit of practice, but it’s worth it! Remember 
to add water just a tiny bit at time. You can always thin icing out more, but it’s harder to back up if you’ve 
gone too thin. There are some great YouTube videos showing icing consistencies, so you might take a look 
at one of those if you think it would be helpful. Here’s a good starting point:

Outline Consistency - True to its name, this is the icing you’ll use to outline your cookie (or individual shapes 
within your cookie). Add a little water at a time and stir before testing to see if the icing falls in smooth 
blobs off the end of your spoon. This consistency is often described as being like toothpaste. It could also be 
called 25 or 30 second icing because if  you drag a toothpick through the icing, the line it creates will take 25 
to 30 seconds to disappear. Beginners will find 30 second icing easier to work with.

Flooding Consistency -  Once you’ve outlined your cookies, you’ll “flood” it with a much smoother, faster- 
flowing icing. Flooding consistency is called 10-second icing because if you drag a toothpick through the 
icing, the line it creates will disappear in 10 seconds. 

Stencil Consistency - Stenciling icing will be even thicker than outline. Just a few drops of water added 
to the original icing batch will give you a good consistency. When you put a spoon in the icing and pull it 
straight up, you should get small peaks. If you put a spoonful of stencil icing on a plate, it will hold it shape 
and not spread or flow. This consistency is perfect for dragging across the stencil. It will give you crisp edges 
and won’t flow under the stencil. We’ve shown this icing consistency in each of the stencil tutorial videos 
posted to the Tips & Techniques section of our website. 
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